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Economics drives deployment
o Networking is now a mature field – we can transmit anything
anywhere at nearly any rate, whether fixed or moving
◦ limited upside for transmission efficiency (except mmWave)
◦ transitioning from EE to CS discipline

o à Research focuses on the economically less interesting parts
◦ that’s where the data is & where you can apply advanced math J

o Two economically interesting areas:

◦ telecom outages cause extensive economic collateral damage à resiliency
◦ network operations dwarves capital investment à automation

o Building out broadband in rural areas requires cheap digging, not (just)
wireless
o Wireless networks (except satellite) are 99% fiber
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What’s the economic case for
5G?
MORGAN STANLEY RESEARCH
Technology, Media, & Telecom Spring Training Teach‐In
May 2017

Installment + Leasing Plans, Tablets, Promotions Pressure Postpaid ARPU
Big 4 Postpaid ARPU
AT&T

Verizon

Sprint

T Mobile

US Cellular

$70

avg. about 2.1 GB/month
T-Mobile: 10 GB tethering

$60

$50

$40

Source: Company Data, Morgan Stanley Research. Sprint 1Q16 Numbers Reflect MS Estimates..
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Metrics: not Gb/s or b/s/Hz,
but $/GB and $/year
o Consumer market: $/GB delivered
◦ little willingness to pay for speed above 10 Mb/s for now
◦ unless $/GB à 0, 1 Gb/s just threatens wallet

o NB-IoT: $/device + $/year cost
◦ compete with $0 incremental cost BT/Zigbee/WiFi or LPWAN
◦ most of the 50 billion devices – indoors, factories, …?

◦ typically, << $1/month
◦ predictable coverage & international reach
◦ alternative for one-way: ATSC 3.0 (50+ miles reach, no incremental cost)
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for capital investment. As market share
losses in both voice and broadband access
mount, carriers have been aggressive in
slashing costs. However, cost reduction
opportunities are fundamentally limited
without an ability to completely retire
legacy TDM products and assets. Without
the ability to shutter real estate and
decommission support systems entirely,
cost cutting alone cannot keep pace with
customer loss and corresponding revenue
declines. As legacy TDM wireline networks
continue to descale, the percentage of fixed
Operations
costsConstruction
overwhelms the cost structure
which
could lead to even greater margin pressure.

Network economics,
(over)simplified
Retirement of legacy TDM
networks would greatly
reduce operating expenses,
freeing up funds for fiber
investment.

% OF REVENUE

Equipment

70%

Carriers are willing to invest in, and could
potentially gain tremendous efficiency from
deploying new IP networking architectures
like Software Defined Networks and
Network Function Virtualization (SDN NFV).
However, the requirement to operate and
maintain legacy TDM-based networks
limits carriers’ ability to take advantage
of the savings and shift capital to deep
fiber deployment.

Equipment
4%
Construction
11%

The ratio of cash OPEX to CAPEX in Exhibit
8 depicts the predicament of operating
a legacy network given ongoing market
share loss. Operating two networks
(legacy TDM and IP) forces the largest
wireline carriers to spend, on average,
five to six times as much on operating
expenses as they do capital expenditures.
High operating costs due to maintenance
of legacy products and systems consume
the vast majority of service revenues,
leaving less for capital expenditures.

such as construction, hospitality and
agriculture typically have capital intensities
below 5 percent compared to a typical
wireline telecom carrier with the expected
capital intensity of 14–18 percent.45 Shifting
OPEX dollars to capital investment in fiber
deployment requires that carriers operate
one network instead of two. Retirement of
legacy TDM networks could greatly reduce
the operating expenses to free up funds
for fiber investment. TDM retirement
also frees up capital previously reserved
for maintenance of the legacy networks
and systems.

Exhibit 8
2016 Average OPEX to CAPEX ratios 44

traditional: 12-15 staff/10k customers
Iliad, FR: 3-4 staff/10k

30%

Operations
85%

5.2X
3.8X

2.7X

Wireless

Cable

Wireline

16
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How can 5G be cheaper by
GB?
Table 4. Wireless Network Cost Breakdown (OPEX and Headcount CAPEX)
o Backhaul
is major cost factor
Average Sub-

◦ “Backhaul
costs represent almost
6% … of a wireless
carrier total operating
Cost categories
Subcategories
component
expenses (OPEX) and 30% of total network costs.”
Breakdown
Network strategy and support
Network infrastructure rent

o Re-use existing fiber toTransmission
residential users

14%
39%
7%
8%
14 %
10 %
8%

Core network
and transmission of cable/FTTH provider
◦ Requires
cooperation
Core Network
Radio operations & maintenance
Radio operations
◦ or shared
indoorandinfrastructure
(ok for airports & stadiums, unlikely for
Radio deployment
maintenance
commercial
buildings) Radio design
Source: Wireless Carriers Benchmarking Study

o Reduce license cost for spectrum à unlicensed, mmWave
Again, network rental costs can be somewhat heterogeneous across carriers, but
◦ first step: LTE-U
appear to be fairly consistent (see Table 5),
Table 5. Wireless Network Cost Breakdown (OPEX and Headcount CAPEX)
Carrier Carrier Carrier Carrier
Average of All
Subcomponents
A
B
C
D
Carriers
Strategy and Support
13
Network infrastructure
36
rent
Transmission
6
Core Network
10
Radio ops & maintenance
11
Radio deployment
13
Radio design
10
Source: Wireless Carriers Benchmarking Study

8
45

10
33

19
37

14%
39%

5
9
15
8
9

13
13
18
8
5

8
3
14
10
8

7%
8%
14 %
10 %
8%

PICASO
2017
Network infrastructure rent costs vary according to
the MN
following
five drivers:
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Economic models for carriers
o Commodity (utility):
◦ efficiency to reduce cost/unit
◦ small number of highly generic products
◦ value added by customers or system integrators

o Bespoke:
◦ create custom services for verticals
◦ old PSTN model (special circuits, directory services, …) à QoS
◦ generally, mostly failures, except…

o Rent seeking:
◦ leverage competitive position (access to spectrum, RoW, functionality,
terminating monopoly) to seek “income paid to a factor of production in
excess of what is needed to keep it employed in its current use”
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IMS /VoLTE

IMS = It Mostly Speaks
VoLTE = Voice-Only Later than Expected
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5G – what exactly is a carrier?
Spectrum
Spectrum
DB
DB

40k towers each (US)

Level3
Cogent

LTE-U
802.11n
LTE
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Automation

Telecommunications US: 853,500 employees
Europe: 808,000
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Broadband access by speed &
geography

15% of US population
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Rural electrification
o Early 1920s, between 2 and 3% (likely less)
◦ 1921: DC had 98.2%, MA 97.8%

o “In 1935, only 10.9% of American farms (744,000) enjoyed central
station power, compared with Germany and Japan at 90%, France
between 90 and 95%, and New Zealand at 60%.”
o “In 1940, just four and a half years after Roosevelt signed Executive
Order No. 7037 (followed by 1936 ”Rural Electrification Act”), 25% of
American farms had been electrified.”
o 1950: 90% had been electrified nationally
o Today: 850 distribution coops serving 14 M homes
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Rural electrification
o “In 1935, only 10.9% of American farms (744,000) enjoyed
central station power, compared with Germany and Japan at
90%, France between 90 and 95%, and New Zealand at 60%.”
o “In 1935, Morris Llewellyn Cooke… Appointed by Roosevelt as
the REA's first administrator, Cooke applied an engineer's
approach to the problem, instituting what was known at the
time as "scientific management"—essentially systems
$10,958 in
engineering. Within 2 years it helped bring electricity to 1.5
2017
million farms through 350 rural cooperatives in 45 of the 48
states. By 1939 the cost of a mile of rural line had dropped from
$2,000 to $600. Almost half of all farms were wired by 1942 and
virtually all of them by the 1950s.”
o Cost of aerial fiber installation: $14k/mile material, $39k/mile
installation (Singer, 2017)
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Conclusions
o Networks as infrastructure à technology, economics & policy
o We don’t understand the cost drivers beyond equipment
◦ almost no data
◦ no good mechanism to evaluate the impact of (say) SDN

o Think in decades, not conference cycles
o Network performance is rarely the key problem
◦ except maybe at wireless physical layer

o Many of the problems are incentive problems
◦ we know how to solve them, but levers are missing
◦ or are politically not feasible
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